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ABSTRACT
The introduction of the relativistic field formalism for the description

of nuclear structure has improved our understanding of fundamental
nuclear mechanisms such as saturation or many body forces. We discuss
some of these progresses, both in the semi-classical mean field
approximation and in a quantized meson field approach.

1. Introduction

In this talks we shall cover current topics in relativistic field descriptions of
nuclear structures. In Section 2, we shall first enumerate some of the physical arguments
in favour of relativistic models. General field formalism can be found in the littérature, but
we shall make some remarks on its application to many-body bound states which are
related to the use of the Schrodinger picture, to the form of the Hamiltonian and to the
action of meson-meson correlations on the coherent boson state. We shall particularly
stress the simplifications brought to nuclear phenomenology when imposing Lorentz
invariance to the interaction operators.

In Section 3, we use the semi classical mean field framework1 to study the
saturation mechanisms associated respectively to the coupling to negative energy states
and to the non-linear scalar meson interaction. A new method for solving the equations of
motion, based on the separation of the positive and negative energy configurations, yields
a convenient way to demonstrate the strong effect on nuclear observables of the weak
relativistic coupling to the negative energy sector. We also discuss the fundamental effects
of the scalar meson cloud correlations. In Section 4 the extension from classical to
quantized meson fields is outlined2.



Our approach is purely phenomenological. We choose our representation fields
to have the quantum numbers of "mesons" and "baryons". This choice results from the
absence of any low energy experimental data requiring explicitly quark and gluon
degrees of freedom and of the identity of the representation spaces respectively spanned
by the colour singlet configurations of QCD and by the meson and baryon configurations.
Masses and coupling constants will be considered as the effective parameters of the
model. The important theoretical problems of their renormalization as well as of the
polarization of the Dirac vacuum3 are outside the scope of this talk.

2. Generalities

2.1. Why a relativistic field description for low energy nuclear spectroscopy ?

Nucléons in the nucleus are non relativistic and relativistic kinematic corrections
to the energies are negligible. Still there are several important physical features brought in
by relativistic field nuclear models. The first one is of course Lorentz invariance which
restricts the general forms of the interactions and consequently reduces drastically the
number of free parameters as compared to those of usual two-body phenomenological
potentials. Other features are nuclear mechanisms specifically related to the structure of a
relativistic theory and which play a large role in explaining fundamental aspects of nuclear
structure, for example, as we shall discuss it, many-body forces in the exchange meson
picture, saturation from meson-meson correlations, the statistical enhancement of boson
dynamics in the presence of a boson cloud in the case of the scalar field, Fig. 1, etc. We
shall likewise discuss how the relativistic coupling of the nuclear wave function to the
negative energy sector by scalar mesons contributes to saturation.

2.2 Remarks on relativistic field formalisms

Without getting into the details of the general formalism of field theory, we wish
to make two remarks about its application to bound states. First which representation
Picture shall we choose ? Although the Interaction Picture allows for the introduction of
the elegant and powerful covariant Feynman notation, it is best adapted to the description
of scattering states and perturbative problems. In order to describe many body
stationnary states it is in fact more convenient to use the Schrodinger Picture4. It leads for
bound states to a relativistic secular problem which looks like a non relativistic one but
with some differences such as the use of configurations with undefined numbers of
bosons5, the necessity of subtracting self-energies='etc... These aspects will be discussed
below. The price to pay for using the Schrodinger Picture is the loss of the covariant
notation, but the non-covariant relativistically correct expressions are easily written and
evaluated.2

As a second remark, we should also comment on the form of the relativistic
fermion-boson interaction Hamiltonian6. According to the spin of the field it separates into
terms explicitly dependent of the meson field degrees of freedom and terms which are
independent of the meson fields (but which are 2nd order in the coupling constants).
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More explicitly while the simplest <y-N interaction is made of a single term,
linear in the a field,

H<t/ = gaV W<po . ( i)

if we take for example the o-N and p-N interactions, vector coupling or tensor coupling,
they each yield two terms in the Hamiltonian, one term linear in the field or its derivative
and one term independent of the field, the so-called "normal dependent" term of
Mathews7. The vector field-fermion interaction, vector coupling, in the Lorentz gauge thus
writes8

(2)
Now the terms linear in the field in Eqs.l and 2 contribute to the creation or annihilation
of meson quantas, while the "normal dependent" term in Eq.2 do not participate in the
meson cloud creation. In this spin 1 case the situation is similar to QED at low energy,
with vanishingly small number of photons and a dominant Coulomb force (independent
of the photon degree of freedom). In the Schrôdinger picture the OBEP approximation



is obtained as the sum of the "normal dependent" term and of the 2nd order expression for
the first term. At low energy in Eq.2 the "normal dependent" term contributions of
the vector mesons are dominant, while the associated linear terms contribute less than a
few percents to the energies8. A similar but not exactly identical situation exists for
pions6. As a consequence only the sigma meson field can generate a sizable number of
virtual quanta. For example in the calculations of 1^O below the mean number of sigmas
in the ground state is found to be about n = 2-4, while this number is negligible for
omega mesons.

As a consequence of these facts, it is only in the case of the a field that all
specifically quantum mechanical effects associated with interacting virtual mesons as in
Fig. 1 are important. For all other fields and interactions the field independent terms (2nd
order in the coupling constants g) are dominant and the results are simply given to a good
accuracy by a 2nd order treatment, the well known OBEP 5.

In view of the large number of virtual o mesons needed to describe properly the
nuclear cloud, as will be discussed in more details in the quantized picture of Section 4, it
is now interesting to study the dynamics of a system of interacting neutral scalar mesons
with fermions using a schematic model.

2.3. Effects of non-linear meson interactions

We assume a single determinantal state for the fermions (freezed nucléons) while
the scalar mesons all occupy the same single state of free energy e. We add to the
Hamiltonian Eq. 1 a simple quadratic form for the meson-meson correlations that we wish
to study

H = ea+a + a(a + + a) + X(a + + a )4 .
(3)

Here a is the vertex matrix element of a scalar meson with a Slater determinant; it is
proportionnai to the nucléon number , a = Ah0N • The exact solution when A = O is the
coherent boson state9. It has the characteristic property that its g.s. energy reduces to a
2nd order term in a, i.e.

E = -a2/£, (4)

namely the result is the OBEP energy ! All higher order contributions to the energy
mutually cancel out At the same time the mean meson number is n =( ale)2 .

Now we set A * Q keeping A > O for insuring the meson cloud stability. Such
meson-meson correlations, treated as a simple quartic term10 in our schematic model,
Eq. 3, may for example correspond in part to repulsive scattering arising from "Lennard-
Jones" forces. Due to the non elementarily of the structure of the mesons, these forces
result from the action of the Pauli principle between the interacting quark constituents.
The matrix elements of this correlation energy are proportional to Bose statistical factors

< n IHa\ «"> = ( ne + bi{n-\) )ôvi + a( VnSn^+I + Yw+l<5n>+i) (5)



The values of this meson-meson interaction matrix element increase rapidly with the
number of mesons so that they very effectively modify the coherent boson state result of
Eq.4, as shown by Fig 2 for estimates of a/t roughly corresponding to 16O. The most
striking feature is the displacement of the energies from the coherent state limit (X = O)
The total binding energy is reduced. Thus the a meson-meson correlation, a mechanism
dependent on the number of nucléons A, contributes repulsively to the total energies, i.e.
it enhances nuclear saturation. The origin of the strength of this effect is the large numbers
of virtual scalar mesons in the cloud, Fig. 1, which ensure large Bose-Einstein
multiplicity factors, Eq.5, and the destruction of the coherence of the boson state.
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Fig. 2. Ground state energy when turning on the meson-meson interaction. Eq. 3

The mean meson number is studied in a more realistic calculation, Fig. 3, from
the quantum mechanical treatment of I6O, Section 4.3. This number increases when the
nuclear size (i.e. in that calculation the harmonic oscillator parameter of the Slater
determinant representation functions) decreases. It is suppressed from its coherent state
value when X incrases, thus destroying efficiently the coherent state.properties.

2.4. Phenomenology of Talmi matrix elements

Lorentz invariance reduces the number of interaction parameters as compared to
Galilean invariant models by restricting the general form of the Lagrangian. We shall now
test this reduction by phenomenologically fitting the Talmi matrix elements for light and
medium nuclei.
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Fig.3. Mean meson number in 16O as a function of the nuclear size, from Section 4.3

case of low energy nuclear bound state data than in the case of medium and high energy
nucleon-nucleon scattering. This is due to the low momentum cut-off, at about A = 300
MeV/c, provided by the nuclear wave functions. As a consequence no high energy form
factors11 with their adjustable parameters are necessary here to eliminate divergences
associated with the "small distances" where manifestly the picture of structureless mesons
and baryons fails.

Furthermore in this low momentum domain and as a consequence of the form of
the relativistic interactions, the results depend upon the effective masses and coupling
constants essentially only through their ratios g/m<6 Thus low energy nuclear data are
fitted in a relativistic picture with only very few parameters, ie. the ratios of the coupling
constants to the effective masses g^ma, ^mn, gcjmO)...cvc.

The effectiveness of Lorentz invariance in improving the uncertainties of nuclear
phenomenology is demonstrated in Table 1. The table gives fits to the 28 experimental
diagonal Talmi matrix elements12 for configurations l(jp I,T> from shell j = p3/2 to
j = g9/2. The calculation13 showed that for these data the vector and tensor couplings of
the o>, p vector mesons are redundant. We thus retain only the vector coupling parameters
gcj m© and gpi mp. The grf mx ratio, adopting the pseudo-vector coupling, can be kept
fixed at its generally accepted value11. The Schiffer and True analysis12 in terms of non
relativistic two-body potentials required 14 parameters. Table 1 which gives the root



mean square energy deviations for the 28 pieces of data shows that in the relativistic
framework we obtain the same kind of agreement with only 3 parameters13. This result
may be understood by looking for example at the OBEP form from a relativistic
interaction hamiltonian : it generally has a rich analytical content, i.e. central force, zero
range force, tensor force, spin-orbit force..., all related by the Lorentz invariance
condition and all dependent at low energy mainly upon a single parameter, the ratio of the
coupling constant over the mass.6

Table 1

Models

Potentials

a

a+co

a+p

a+ p+re

a+ p+ K+ co

Numb ofparam.

14

1

2

2

3

4

0.17

1.10

0.82

0.41

0.19

0.12

3. The semi-classical mean field solution

3.1. Separation of the negative and positive energy sectors

The equations of motion for a baryon system interacting with crand co bosons,
including a non-linear quartic a-a interaction write

( yM dM + M + go, /4 Ip03 - ga <pa ) V = 0

(6)

(du Fnv- ml) <pa = -igto2, VYvY .

Assuming the semi-classical mean field substitution14

VV-* Psir)

vf+ M —$ p£j(r),

retaining only the dominant time part of the co field8, the K.G. equations define classical
local meson potentials while the Dirac equation becomes a one-body local operator which
can be solved within the Hartree approximation.

The most convenient numerical method for solving the set of Eqs.6-7, which is
well adapted to treat bound states of finite systems, consists in expanding the fields on a
complete basis of special functions15 (i.e. harmonic oscillators). Then the K.G. equations
require a simple matrix inversion to yield the meson potentials, while the Dirac equation is
solved by diagonalizing a secular matrix. Up to now one has used separate expansions
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for the large and small spinor components respectively, thus intermixing the positive and
negative energy sector contributions in the expansion amplitudes15. We propose instead
to construct fermion expansions in term of wave packets made respectively of the positive
and negative energy free fields16

fV^ + ZtfV0 . (8)
Here the yr/+* and y^ are basis representation states constructed respectively from
positive and negative energy spinor solutions of the free-field Dirac equation. Explicitely
these basis states are harmonic oscillators wave packets4 with discrete set of quantum
numbers / = (v,lj..m)

(9)

This way the respective contributions of the positive and negative energy sectors
to the solutions are manifested directly through the wave function amplitudes X(+> and
)é'K As an example we calculate 16O with the parameter values galmazné g^lm^ which
fit nuclear matter, thus reproducing the calculation of Horowitz and Serot17., i.e.
s<Jjm<J=l0Al I 520, Sf0ImOT=^-SO I 783, keeping X = 0 in Eq.6. Table 2 shows the
good convergence at the energy minimum of the variational calculation as a function of the
maximum number of nodes in the representation wave packets, i.e. in the sums over / in
Eq. 8. Likewise Table 3 shows the independence of the total energy E and of the r.m.s.
radius rA with respect to the size parameter a of the wave packet representation16.

Vmax

E MeV

1

-113.7

2

-107

Table 2

.3

8

-95. 10

10

-95.3

12

-95.3

Table 3

a fm

E MeV

rA f m

1.713

-95.4

2.59

1.813

-95.35

2.59

1.913

-95.30

2.59

2.013

-95.30

2.59

2.213

-95.1

2.59

3.2. Coupling to the negative energy sector

Having proved the numerical accuracy and rapid convergence of the method we
now proceed to the discussion of the negative energy sector amplitudes in the Hartree
discussion of the negative energy sector amplitudes in the Hartree nuclear ground state,
Eq. 8. They are found18 to be very small as shown in Table 4.



Table 4

V

1

2

3

0.99

0.12

0.01

x<->
0.03

0.02

0.01

However the role of the negative energy sector against nuclear collapse is crucial as
demonstrated in Fig.4 for the sl/2 s.p. state in 160 relativistically coupled to the pl/2
negative energy s.p. state18. We see the large displacements of the negative energy
solutions due to the fact that the crand «potentials (which subtract in the positive energy
sector) add up in the negative energy sector. Hence the sensitivity to the coupling
parameters of the highest "negative energy" eigenvalue. We then get the quantum
mechanical repulsion between the adjoining lowest "positive" and highest "negative"
eigenvalues when they come close to each other, as we see on Fig.4. There the lowest
"positive" sl/2 eigenvalue has a drastic different behaviour depending whether the
coupling with the negative energy sector is turned on or off.

diag. in pos. and neg.
energy sectors

diag. in pos. energy
/ sector

11 12 13 14 g

Fig.4. Repulsion between positive and negative energy eigenvalues in 16O. ref.18
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This leads to the interesting consequence that the threshold for creating an
antibaryonic nucleus, i.e. where a particle is replaced by an anti-particle, starts at about
~ 1 GeV only 19. In other word the Dirac sea energy gap is strongly reduced in a
nucleus.as compared to free space. The antibaryonic 1^O spectrum, calculated18 again
with the above parameters17 which fit nuclear matter, is shown in Fig.5 to illustrate this
point. The spin of the nucléon which is replaced by an anti-particle is indicated The direct
N-N annihilation channel is closed below 1880 MeV.
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Fig. 5. Spectrum of antibaryonic '^O, ref.18

5.3. Role of the scalar meson-meson correlations

The coupling parameter A of the non-linear oterm in Eq.6 is now varied. The
values for \ are kept positive (repulsion) to prevent the instability of the meson cloud.
Using a logarithmic scale for A we show in Fig.6 the effects of this variation16 : 1) on the
negative sector mixing probabilities, 2) on the single particle energy spectrum and 3) on
the spin orbit energy. We can see that these effects are large even for small values of A. In
particular we note the role of A in decreasing the spin orbit splitting energy up to its
experimental value ; in previous overall fits, with A = O, this splitting is usually found
to be too large17.
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The total energy E and the incompressibility constant K are also a sensitive
function of A, as shown in the results16 of a radially constrained20 Hartree procedure,
Fig.7. Here gaandg^aie still kept at their values in nuclear matter. For increasing
positive values of A, the total energy E increases and the incompressibility constant K
decreases. The origin of these effects are related to the number of virtual scalar mesons.
As the meson-meson interaction increases, this repulsion among many meson
configurations eventually leaves only one-meson configurations to contribute to the
ground state.

-100
3.3 2.4 2.S 2,6 2.7 2,8 2,9

rms radius (fin)

Fig. 7. Constrained relativisiic mean field caJculation : incompressibility in 16C. ref.16

4. The quantized meson field secular solution

4.1. Quantized meson fields

The use of quantized meson fields in place of the semi-classical approximation
brings in two fundamental improvements : 1) it restores a framework to account properly
for Pauli correlations between nucléons, 2) it fully allows for the correct treatment of the
dynamics of many meson systems. As emphasized before, his second point is relevant
however only when the mean meson number is larger than unity, which is the case only
of the a cloud as we will discuss numerically further on.

We first start with the equations of motion formalism. In that case the meson
quantum mechanical amplitudes are given by inverting the K. G. equations with source
and substituting into the Dirac equation, for example for the a field
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and, substituting this quantized meson field expression, the Dirac equation writes

'J( yMdft + M + gl Y4 G'J Jjh//) y=
(10)

For a free meson field propagator C, the interactions in Eq. 10 are 2nd order in the
coupling constants and they directly yield the OBEP. Antisymetrization between the
interacting fermions can be performed at that stage21. The use of the antisymetrized
interaction in Eq. 10 instead of the semi-classical approximation Eq.7 (which yields the
direct part of the interaction), entails of course large numerical differences. This is shown
in Table 5 which repeats in the first column the Horowitz and Serot semi-classical
calculation17 and which presents in the second column the displaced energies when
quantizing and antisymetrizing according to Eq. 1018. These results reflect the strong
repulsion due to exchange. Let us note that the equations of motion framework of Eq. 10
would also be a convenient starting point for higher approximations such as the
Brueckner or RPA approximations.

Table 51^

E MeV

rA fm

£ l/2+ MeV

£3/2" MeV

£1/2" MeV

Without exchange

-95.4

2.59

-41.8

-20.8

-12.5

With exchange

-31.6

2.77

-30.6

-13.8

-5.3

4.2. The secular problem

However the Hamiltonian formulation2 is the simplest way for treating a
quantized many meson cloud, since it yields a linear problem whatever the meson number
in the different configurations. The secular equation writes as usual

= E'd> . (H)

In the 16O calculation below, we shall include in H the interaction vertices <r-N,
o-N and o4 2^. Furthermore for simplicity only the positive energy sector is included for
the fermions. Accordingly stability is provided by fixing the size parameter of the
h.o.representation. The different steps of the treatment, while following formally those
of a shell model secular problem, present some essential différentes that we shall point
out.
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The solution states <P are expressed as expansions on configurations constructed
with single particle basis states with discrete quantum numbers for A nucléons and
varying numbers of mesons23. For the meson configurations, the free meson field in
second quantization is expressed in term of Fock operators a, a+

a9 + h. c. =

il
(Pvh,(r)avbt+h.c. (12)

vim

In this expression, the basis wave functions are chosen to be orthonormal linear wave
packets of discrete quantum numbers /i,/, (/, for spin fields) mfc made of the free-field
solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation. As shell-modelists we adopt of course for the
weight factors harmonic oscillators. Assuming for simplicity the system to be described
in its nucleonic sector by a single H.F. Slater determinant V, the solution state * has
components with undefined numbers of mesons

03)

In principle this expansion contains an infinite number of components with 1,2,
...n.. mesons. Nucléons and mesons in each configuration are coupled to the appropriate
total spin, isospin, parity of the system. Following our previous discussions and from
Table 6 below, we assume that the occupation numbers n,in all meson states are 0 or 1,
except for the scalar mesons in their lowest energy state v =l,J=O. In that case we
consider all «-meson configurations. They do not require CFP's and convergence is
reached for n <n.max '

13, see Table 6.

The secular matrix look schematically like in Fig.8 2. The figure is simplified
since the HQ operator and the normal dependent terms N are not diagonal in the principal
quantum numbers. They are diagonal in the number of mesons. The meson-fermion one-
body Fock operators are purely off-diagonal in the particle number. Many off-diagonal
matrix elements are thus seen to be equal to 0.

Table 6 shows the convergence of the total energy of 16O calculated with a or œ
mesons separately, with ga or gm equal to 10, and when increasing the number n of
mesons22 '23. In the © case it is the dominance of the normal dependent term which
explains the accurate result (within 1 %) in the space limited to configurations with 0 or
1 meson.

Table 6

n
EaMeV

^ M e V

1

-745

598

2

. . .

597

13

-1815

...

14

-1816

...

15

-1816

...
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Fig. 8. The meson-fermion secular problem

Now coming back to the relativistic secular problem, Eq. 11, there are several differences
with its non relativistic counterpart First the one-body kinetic energy operator is not
diagonal on the representation thus defined. Second, solution energies requires in addition
to solving Eq. 11 die subtraction of the self-energies of the nucléons5. Their subtraction
corresponds to nucléon mass renormalization and they bring in exchange forces24. More
precisely let us assume for example a configurational space with at most one meson. The
solution contains self-energy loops which must be eliminated. This is done by subtracting
the potential part of the nucléon self energies et from the eigenvalues E' of Eq. 11 to get
the "physical" energy E

(14)
HF

The self-energies e, (not to be identified with the single particle energies denoted £,) are
defined to be the lowest eigenvalues of H calculated in the meson-one baryon
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configuration spaces describing the one-nucleon system in each of the states i of the Fermi
sea. The subtraction of the e, also yields the nucleon-nucleon exchange forces24. This is
shown in Fig.9 which represents the solution £ of Eq. 14, only to second order for
simplicity. In the terms A of Fig.9 we get only Pauli-allowed diagrams. The first

12 12 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

-1 -1

1 2

I ;

2 1

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2

(A) (B) (C)

Fig.9 Subtraction of self energies and nuclear exchange forces5

two terms in 9-A thus yield the direct nucleon-nucleon interaction vD of 9-C. Because of
the missing Pauli-forbidden diagrams, the self energy loops are incompletely cancelled.
Namely the second and fourth terms of 9-B remain and their sum is precisely equal to the
exchange interaction VE of 9-C. Exchange interactions at higher orders are likewise
generated. Thus even for a single fermion Slater determinant describing the closed shell
system, when using quantized meson fields, these exchange interactions bring in
contributions from mesons in all basis states (n, o, p and a with all allowed J, t) in
addition to the a and a mesons in the state / = 0, t = 0.

Other differences with the non-relativistic problem, not discussed here, are
meson mass renormalization, coupling constant renormalization, vacuum energy
renormalization, vacuum polarization3. These field theoretical problems are important and
require each special treatments. In the present phenomenological discussion they are
omitted.

4.3. Description of 16O with quantized meson fields

We now consider a calculation in 16O with quantized meson fields22-23. Li
order to simplify drastically the calculation and to focuss the discussion on the
introduction of quantized meson fields, we assume that the nucléons are represented by a
single Slater determinant of single particle states with principal quantum number v=l and
of positive energy, i.e. y/rfa), i = v Ij m = lsl/2, lp3/2, 1/? 1/2. The yrj(a)aic wave
packet of free Dirac spinors with nucléon mass M = 940 MeV. The wave packet form
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factors again are harmonic oscillator functions with a range a which provides here the
constrain on the nuclear size in the absence of an expansion over the fermion principal
quantum number as was done in Section 3, Eq.8.

On the other hand the representation of the quantized meson fields in terms of
h. o. wave packets made of free K. G. solutions2 will be complete. First we consider the
o-N contribution to the energy. A detailed numerical study22-23 of 160 shows that 1) for
the meson state with / = O, v = 1 convergence in the o meson space is reached for values
n < 10 of the number of mesons in a configuration, 2) for all the other a meson states
convergence is reached for v<, 6, but for n < 1. This reflects the strong tendency of a
boson system to fill up the lowest energy J=Q state. The o-N contribution to the energy
requires only to be evaluated at second order in g & as pointed out in Section 2.2, with
convergence reached for v< 6 and for n < 1.

A convenient check of the convergence in the a configuration space is given by
the case X = O. The solution is the coherent boson state since in that case the lowest
eigenvalue of the many-meson secular problem is identical to the OBEP value as shown
by the schematic model of Section 2.3, Eq.4. Of course this property is destroyed for
A * 0 , which is the point of the present discussion.

1200

- 1 2 0 0
1 . 2 1 . 4 1 , 6 1 . 8 2 . 0 2 . 2 2 . 4 2 . 6 2 . 8

a(fm)

Fig. 10. Contributions to the total energy of O in a quantized meson field model22
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The parameters have been chosen to fit at normal density the experimental values
of the total energy E (Coulomb energy excluded) and of the s.p. energy centroïd CA. The
best parameter values used in this section are : go= 10.75, ga= 13.89, A = 0.3, for
mo= 500, ma - 780, M = 940 MeV. According to a remark made above the results
are only function of the ratios g I m.

The different contributions to the total energy E for 16O are shown in Fig. 10 as a
function of the variational h.o. parameter a22. When A = 0, we get the OBEP value,
curve P, as discussed above. With the parameters chosen here we have a net attractive
force sufficient at normal density, a ~ 1.8, to overcome the kinetic energy of the system,
curve T. This will remain true for any smaller values of a, a well known property of
OBEP, thus leading to nuclear collapse. On the other hand when A * 0, the contribution
of the a meson-meson interaction shown by the curve S for the case A = 0.3, is a
repulsive energy which increases rapidly when the nuclear size decreases.

This strong non-linear increase of the repulsion energy of cur e S entails a
minimum in the total energy curve E. This characteristic non-linear behaviour is due to the
large increase of the mean number of a mesons when the nucleus shrinks. For example
with go= 10.75, A = 0, we get respectively «0 = 1, 4 and 11 for values of the size
parameter a = 2.8,1.8 and 1.2 fm. The calculated mean scalar meson number has aready
been given in Fig. 3. The saturation at normal density (i.e. getting a minimum at
a = 1.813 which corresponds to the 1^O r.m.s. radius from electron scattering
< r V / 2 = 2.7 fm), is reached for A = O.3.22

Table 7

E MeV

rA fm

eA MeV

K MeV

es\a MeV
ep3/2 MeV

epl/2 MeV

Theor.

-140.8

2.7

-26.7

192

-41

-25.2

-15.4

Exp.

-141

2.7

-26.2

150-300

-45.7

-21.8

-15.65

These energy fits demonstrate that the scalar meson-meson correlations act in a
way which is equivalent to the apparition of many-body forces of repulsive character
between nucléons. This can be shown25 by noting that the following two conditions when
we have only a 2-body interaction energy V : E = T + V and Ze = T + 2V cannot be
fulfiUed (one unknown V for two indépendant equations). In order to get a fit we need at
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least one additional energy term IV, necessarily of a many-body nature, so as to yield a
second independent variable, i.e.

E = T + V + W, Ie = T + 2V+ J]W , (15)

with of course a multiplicity rj larger than 2. A phenomenological fit of the 16O data, with
Tj= 3 (3-body forces) yields a repulsive many-body energy equal to W = 80 MeV in that
nucleus25. This large value is well reproduced in the present quantized meson picture as
shown by the fit obtained in Table 7 of the two conditions of Eq. 15.

4. Conclusions

In this talk we have underlined the role of Lorentz invariance in simplifying
nuclear phenomenology. At low energy, in a relativistic framework, very few parameters
determine the Talmi matrix elements of light and medium nuclei and the gross properties
of closed shell nuclei such as saturation at correct density and total energy.

Likewise we have discussed the treatments required by the different meson fields
due to the form of their relativistic interactions with fermions. In the case of the m, p, n
fields the dominance at low energy of field independent terms in the Hamiltonian entails
the validity of the OBEP treatment of these interactions. On the other hand the neutral
scalar field interaction with its field dependent term entails the existence of a large number
of virtual a quanta in a many-nucleon system. Thus the quantum mechanical description
of the cr-cloud dynamics requires a non perturbative secular problem set up in a quantized
many-meson configuration space.

The separation of the positive and negative energy sectors in our method of
solution of the equations of motion allowed us to discuss the admixtures of the negative
energy states in the nuclear ground states. Although very small, these admixtures yield
large effects on total energies, spin orbit splittings and saturation.

With the assumptions of the schematic coherent boson model, the solution of the
secular problem in the complete boson space would again be the OBEP. In fact we have
shown that we get strong deviations from such result when we take into account even
very small contributions from the repulsive interaction between scalar mesons. These
deviations are very sensitive to a quantum mechanical treatment through the enhancement
of the Fock space matrix elements by the Bose-Einstein statistical factors.associated with
the large scalar meson cloud. The non linear scalar field interactions are a source of
nuclear repulsion energy allowing the fine tuning of saturation and incompressibility.

Finally we have noted large many body forces contributions, of course
essentially due to the afield and the o-ointeraction. These many-body energies in the
present treatment are necessary for getting the simultaneous fit of the total energy and
single particle energy, as shown here for the case of 160.
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